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Introduction 
Metakides and Nerode [S, 61 introduced the study of the fully effective vector 
space V, and the lattice L(V,) of r.e. subspaces of V,. Further study has shown 
L(V,) to be quite different from 8, the lattice of r.e. sets, although many classical 
theorems in recursion theory do have analogues in the vector space setting. 
Kalantari discovered a method of building subspaces of V, which avoids the use 
of e-states where they were previously needed and at the same time allows the 
construction of subspaces with stronger maximality properties than before. Kalan- 
tari [3] introduced the notion of major subspace and used his method to prove 
they exist. Kalantari and Retzlaff [4] then refined the method and produced 
‘super-maximal’ subspaces of V,. We further extend Kalantari’s basic method of 
construction to construct subspaces of V, with new properties, focusing on the 
notions major and r-maximal. 
Terminology 
The space V, is a vector space of countably infinite dimension over a finite or 
countable field. By fully effective we mean that V, is presented as a recursive 
subset of N, that the underlying field E is likewise recursive and that vector 
addition and scalar multiplication are recursive. In addition, we require that the 
dependence relation be recursive, that is, {x 10, is a dependent subset of V,> is 
recursive (recall that D, is the finite set with canonical index x). The r.e. 
subspaces are simply those subspaces which are r.e. subsets of N. We say that an 
r.e. subspace W is recursive if there is an r.e. subspace V such that W + V = V 
and WflV={O}.(W+Vistheweaksumof WandV,i.e.,{w+vIwEW,uEV}, 
where of course ‘w + 21’ is the vector sum of w and u.) 
For any vector spaces, X@ Y = Z will mean that X+ Y = Z and that X fl Y = 
(0). For any set I we will denote by I* the smallest subspace of V, containing 1, 
i.e., the span of I. We will also write (x,, . . . , x) for (x,, . . . , x,,}*. 
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We write W =* V (W is almost equal to V) if there is a finite-dimensional 
space F such that W + F = V + F or if the symmetric difference of W and V is 
finite. Which we mean will be clear from the context. If W 3 V we write [W : V] 
to denote the dimension of W over V. 
We fix a recursive, l-l and onto pairing function on N which we denote ( , ); 
the context should keep this from becoming confused with the use of angle 
brackets to denote span. We usually write the customary Uij instead of a(i,j). We 
will often construct sets and spaces in stages and refer to fixed enumerations of 
r.e. spaces and sets. If I is a set, we denote by 1(s) or I” the subset of I 
constructed by stage s or enumerated after s steps in some fixed enumeration. For 
a space W, W” will usually mean (I-‘)* for some basis 1 of W. In particular we fix 
a simultaneous enumeration {W, 1 e E w} of all r.e. subspaces of V, given by 
We_ =&J*, where {I, 1 e E o} is a simultaneous enumeration of the r.e. indepen- 
dent subsets of V.. 
Our constructions will involve the use of markers or windows. That is, at stage s 
in the construction we may have some integer (often thought of as a vector) 
denoted by 2. One should imagine c to be some particular ‘window’ or ‘marker’ 
which at stage s ‘contains’ or ‘marks’ the integer cS. If the lim, cS exists, we will 
also denote the limit by c, confusing the ‘window’ with its final contents. 
A note about our presentation of priority arguments: We usually stipulate that 
something is to be done if there is a requirement which needs attention. In 
general this is a X1 question since it requires a potentially unbounded search. We 
may assume all searches to be bounded by the stage of the construction, i.e., 
search only those requirements with number less than the current stage of the 
construction. This will not affect the constructions or the proofs, but they are 
easier to follow without the extra detail. 
Main theorems 
Kalantari [3] defined the notion major subspace analogous to major subset in 
ordinary recursion theory, and showed that every r.e. non-recursive space has a 
major subspace. He used this to show the existence of an r-maximal subspace, 
namely, a major subspace of a maximal space. Remmel [7] produced an r- 
maximal space not contained in any maximal space. We introduce two stronger 
notions, super-major and super-r-maximal, and follow the same program for 
these new definitions. Our construction of a super-r-maximal space contained in 
no maximal space is somewhat simpler than Remmel’s e-state construction and SO 
provides a simpler proof of his result. 
Recall that an r.e. set W is said to be r-maximal if 
(i) There is no recursive set R such that (R n I%‘\ = (fi fl WI = 00. 
Equivalently, 
(ii) There is no recursive set R such that I(W U R) - W( = (N- (W U R)( = 00. 
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or 
(iii) For every r.e. W,, WI such that W,U W1 = N, either WU W, =* N or 
WU W, =* N. 
In seeking to generalize this notion to r.e. spaces, (i) is not appropriate since W 
is not uniquely defined. Both (ii) and (iii) have obvious generalizations to the 
vector space setting: 
(ii*) There is no recursive space R such that 
[(W+R): W]=[V,:(W+R)]=c? 
(iii*) For every r.e. W,, W, such that WO+ W, = V,, 
either W+W,=* V, or W+W, =* V,. 
Kalantari chose to use a definition much like (iii*), but did not explain his 
choice nor discuss the relative strengths of the two possibilities. The following 
proposition shows that (ii*) is actually equivalent to maximality in the vector 
space setting. 
Proposition. Suppose WC V are infinite dimensional r.e. spaces. Then there is a 
recursive space R such that W + R = V. 
Proof. We will construct R, and R, in stages so that R,+ RI = V, and W+ R0 = 
V. This is not a priority argument but a straightforward construction. W.1.o.g. we 
may assume that [V : W] = 00. 
Let {u,, ul,. . .} be a recursive basis for V. We construct independent sets IO, I, 
and take Ri = 17. At stage s we write Rf for (If)*. We construct an auxiliary 
function p as we go, to make the proof a bit cleaner. 
Stage 0. 1: = 1: = { }, p(0) = 0. 
Stage t + 1 = 2s + 1. Let 1;“’ = 1;. If u, E Rb+ RI, let I;+’ = 1;. Otherwise let 
I :+I = 1: u {u,}. 
Stage t + 1 = 2s + 2. Let I;+’ = 1:. Let p(s+ 1) be the least p >p(s) such that 
either 
(1) U,E WP+R& 
or 
(2) 3x E Wp [x$(u,)T R;+ R;]. 
In case (2) let IA+:‘= IhU{x + u,}, otherwise let I&+“’ = 16. Then note that 
R;+’ n R;+’ = (0). 
It is now easy to see that R,+ RI = V,, ROnR,={O} and W+R,=V as 
desired. •i 
We remark that this improves the following result of Retzlaff [S]. 
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Fact. If W is hh-simple in V, then there is a recursive space R such that 
W+R=V. 
(Retzlaff’s definition of hh-simple space is a natural generalization of the 
definition for sets and is strictly stronger than recursive enumerability.) 
We thus take (iii*) to be our definition of r-maximal space and immediately 
strengthen it to get the definition below. 
Definition. A space UC V is said to be a super-major subspace of V if [V: U] = 
~0 and for all W c V,, W + V = V, implies W f U = V,. 
Definition. A space U is super-r-maximal if whenever WO+ W1 = V,, then 
W,+U=V,or W,+U=V,. 
The following definition is due to Kalantari. 
Definition. Suppose U and V are r.e. spaces with bases J and K. Let 
IO=O, 
I ‘+’ = I” U {x 1 x E Jstl & x q? (KSC1 U I”)*}, 
(U\ vy = (I”)“, 
I = u I”. 
Then define IJ\V= I*. 
Lemma. If x E U\V, then 3s (x E Ustl and xl Vstl). 
Proof. Pick s so that supp(x) c ISi’, supp(x)$ I”. Then 3y E (I’)*, and 3v E 
I S-c’ - I” with v E .I’+’ but v# vS+’ + (I”)*, and x = y + au for some field element 
a. Suppose x E Vstl. Then we have v = (x - y)/a E Vssl + (I”)“, a contradiction. 
Lemma. Let UC V and W all be r.e. spaces. Then V+ W= V+(W\ U). 
Proof. 3 is clear. For the other inclusion, suppose v + w E V+ W where v E V 
and w E W but not in V. Let {wi 1 i E CO} be a recursive basis for W and write 
w = 1 a,y. Suppose some wk in the support of w is not in W\ U. Then at the 
time, say s, that wk was enumerated, it must have been that wk E U” + (W \ U)-l. 
Say wk = uk + zk with uk E U” and zk E (W\ U)‘-l. For those wk in W\ U, let 
uk = 0. Now we may write 
w=~a,(wi-ui)+~aiu,EW\U+V, 
and so v + w E V+ W\ U as desired. 
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Theorem 1. Every r.e. non-recursive space A has a supermajor subspace B. 
Proof. Let {ai ( i E w} be a recursive basis for A, and for convenience let 
{cp 1 i E o} also be a recursive basis for A. During the construction sequences 
{cf 1 i E o} will be defined inductively. W e set requirements for a priority argument: 
Pkn): W, + A = V, implies a, E We + B, 
N, : [A:B]>e. 
The requirements are ordered N,, P,, . . . , N,, P,, _ . . as usual. 
We say that P,,,, requires attention at stage s + 1 if 
(1) K,~B”+ W:, a,, E A”. 
(2) 3v gAS f-l W,s (v$ B"+(c& . . . , c~,,,,)+(u,,)). 
If P,,,,, is the least requiring attention, denote the least v of (2) by v,+~. We say 
N, is injured at stage s + 1 if 3i Se such that cy # cf+‘. 
Construction. We construct a basis .7 for B in stages. At each stage J(s) U 
{cl ( i E W} will be a basis for A. The construction will insure that lim, cf exists for 
all i, and the final values {ci 1 i E w} will witness [A : B] = 00. 
At stage s+ 1, suppoe P,,,,, is the least requiring attention. Let Js+‘= 
J” U@,+1 + 4). Let m be the greatest integer such that I$, E supp(~,+~ + s) with 
respect to J” U {ci; ( i E o}; let I$+’ = cf for i <m and cf+’ = I$+~ otherwise. 
It is clear that if the requirements are satisfied the theorem follows. The N, are 
satisfied since N, is injured only by Pi for i <e, and once satisfied Pi never again 
requires attention. Suppose, for a contradiction, that some PC,,,) is not satisfied, 
and (e, n) is the least such index. Let s be such that for t > s, 
(1) Cf=Ci, OSiS(e, n), 
(2) Pci,,) does not require attention at stage t, (i, m)<(e, n), 
(3) C = {c,,, . . . , q,,,), a,}* c A”. 
By the lemma above, A + W, \(B + C) = V,. Hence, A n (W, \ (B + C)) is 
infinite-dimensional (otherwise A is recursive, contrary to hypothesis). Thus by 
the first lemma above, there is a t > s and x such that x E Wz, x$ (B + C)’ and 
x EA. Note that the construction and choice of s guarantee that Vu 2s 
(B + C)“+l c A”, because CC A” and new elements x E BUtI are of the form 
v+a, for VEA”. Hence there is a u?=t for which xE W,“nA” and xq!(B+C)“. 
At this stage u, P,,,,, will be the least requirement needing attention and so it will 
be satisfied, a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2. There is a non-maximal super-r-maximal space. 
Proof. Let V be a supermaximal space, and U a super-major subspace of V. 
Then U is not maximal. Suppose W,, + W, = V,. Then since V is supermaximal, 
3i E 2 such that V+ Wi = V,. Then U+ Wi = V, also, since U is super-major. 0 
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Theorem 3. There is a super-r-maximal space not contained in any maximal 
space. 
Proof. The construction is similar to the supermaximal strategy and uses also a 
two-dimensional array which is used in much the same way as that used by 
Robinson [9] and Remmel in their r-maximal constructions. 
We will construct an independent set I and a sequence 1* = H-1 c Hoc HI c 
. . * of r.e. spaces with [H,,+l : H,,] = ~0 and such that if W, 1 I, then either W, = V, 
or there is an n(e) such that W, c H,,,,. To see that H_1 is super-r-maximal let 
UO+ U1 = V,. Then if H_1 + Ui # V, for i E 2, there is an m such that 
H_, + U, + U, c H,, a contradiction. It is also clear that H_1 is contained in no 
maximal space, since if W, 1 H-, and W, # V,, then [H,C,)+1 : W,] = ~0 and so W, 
is not maximal. 
We set the following requirements for our construction: 
P<,,“$ W, xI&Vm(W,$H,,,) implies V,E W,. 
We will say P,,,, requires attention at stage s + 1 if 
(I) &I$ W:+(IY*, 
(2) 3x~W~(x~Hs,,,,+(v,)). 
If (e, n) is least at stage s + 1 such that PC,,, requires attention, then denote the 
least x of (2) by x,+~. 
Construction. Stage 0. Let I0 = 0. Let ai = V(i,i) for all i, j. At some stages we 
remove elements from the array {afi} to form {afi+‘} after some reindexing. The 
clearest way to describe this reindexing is to imagine the afi occupying towers of 
windows, where {afi 1 i E o} is the jth tower at stage s. If some aTi is removed, we 
let all aLi above ‘fall’ down the tower to fill the windows. Define HS1 = (I”)” and 
H”,=H”,_,+(aynI iew). 
The construction will proceed so that 1” U {afj 1 i, j E w} is a basis for V,. Since 
we will show that the lim, afi exists, the construction will guarantee that 
[Vm: H_,] = 00. When we refer to supp(v) at some stage in the construction we 
refer to the support with respect to 1” U {ag 1 i, j E w} with s to be understood from 
context. 
Stage s + 1. Look for the least PCe,n) which requires attention. If such exists, let 
I s+1 = 1” u {X,+1 + v,}. Remove from the array {afj} that ag E ~upp(x,+~ + v,,) with j 
maximum and i maximum for that j. (By picking j maximum we do not disturb 
the first k columns for the sake of Pk, since PC,,,) requires attention only if 
x,+~ $ H&+ (v,,).) Let the elements fall in the jth tower to fill the windows. Let 
I = U, I”, H_1 = I”. 
LelllUM 1. lim, afj exists. 
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Proof. By the construction, ayj+’ # aij only if some Pk for k -=c j is the least which 
requires attention at stage s + 1. Once met, Pk never again requires attention and 
so the jth tower is disturbed at most j times. 
Let qj = lim, as, and H,, = H,_, + (aij 1 j c n). 
Lemma 2. Vn (H, is r.e.>. 
Proof. X1 is r.e. by construction and {aij 1 j s n} =* {a: 1 j< n} by the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
Lemma. The PC,,,, are met. 
Proof. Suppose (e, n) is least such that I’,,,, is not met, so W, = I and 
Vm (W,# H,,,) and u,g W,. Let s be such that no Pk, k <(e, n), requires attention 
after stage s. 
Since Vm (W,$H,,,), 3x~ W, (x$H~,,,)+(v,)). At some stage tss, XE Wt and 
at stage t, (e, n) is least (by choice of s) such that P,,,, requires attention. But 
then x, + v,, E I’ so P,,,, is met, a contradiction. q 
Notice that I is an extendable basis for H-i since {Uio j i E o} is r.e. (recall that 
an independent set I is extendable if there is an r.e. independent set J 1 I with 
J-I infinite). Of course I is not ‘fully’ extendable, i.e., there is not basis J for V, 
such that J 11. We can modify the construction to produce a super-r-maximal 
with no extendable basis by mixing in a strategy used by Remmel. 
Theorem 4. There is a super-r-maximal space with no extendable basis and 
contained in no maximal space. 
Proof. We will indicate how to modify the previous construction; we adopt the 
notation of the previous proof without further ado. The requirements P,,,, are 
exactly as before, as is the notion ‘P,,,,, needs attention’. Let {J, 1 e E o} be a 
simultaneous enumeration of all independent sets which include a&. If we insure 
that a& 6 I”, then it suffices to show for all e that if J, - I* is infinite, then J, fl I* 
is not a basis for I”. For suppose that J is some r.e. independent set, that J fl I* is 
an r.e. basis for 1* and a&$ J. If u& $.T*, then JU{a&} is some J, and 
J, fl I” = J fl I*, a contradiction. If a& E J*, let x E supp,(a&,) -I*. Then for some 
e, J, =.TU{ag,}-{x} and J, nl*=JrTI*, again a contradiction. 
We add the requirements 
R,: If J, -I* is infinite, then J, fl I” is not a basis for I”. 
We say R, needs attention at stage s + 1 if 
(*) 3y E(J:--(a&})* such that y+!(I” U{CI~~/ i, jGe})*. 
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We say % is satisfied at stage s + 1 if 3y E (Jz-{a&})* such that a&,+ y E I”. If e is 
least at stage s + 1 such that R, needs attention and R, is not satisfied, then 
denote the least y satisfying ( *) by Y~+~. Order the requirements 
PO, R”, . . . , P,, R,, . . . . 
Construction. Stage 0. p = 0; ai = zl(i,j). 
Stage s + 1. Look for the least requirement which needs attention and is not 
satisfied. If it is some Pk proceed exactly as in the previous construction. Suppose 
it is an R,. Then let Is+’ = I” U{a&,+ Y~+~}. Remove from the array {~~j} that 
a$~ supp(a&,+ Y,+~) with j maximum and i maximum for that j. Let elements fall 
in the jth tower to fill the windows. 
Lemma 1. lim, afj exists, and lim, a&, = a&,. 
Proof. The construction always protects a&. AlSO aTj+‘# afj only if some Pk for 
k < j or Rk for k < max( i, j) requires attention at stage s + 1. Thus afif’ # Uyj for at 
most 2 max(i, j) stages s. 
Lemma 2. Vn (H, is r.e.>. 
Proof. The r.e. sets H”, are r.e. uniformly in s. If we show that H”,c Hi+‘, then 
H,, = U, Hs, and is recursively enumerable. The only conceivable problem is that 
some as. E H” -I-IL+‘, since at the end of stage s + 1 we may remove some afj from 1, n 
the array. But by the choice of j maximum at that point, we insure that 
supp(ak) c Zstl U{afj+’ 1 j < n} c Hi+‘. 
Lemma 3. All requirements are met. 
Proof. Suppose not. If the least requirement not met is a Pk, then the proof 
proceeds in the same way as Lemma 3 of Theorem 7. 
Suppose e is least such that R, is not met. So J, nH_, is a basis for X1 and 
J, -X1 is infinite. Let s be such that aTj = a, for all i, j se and such that no 
earlier Pk or Rk ever requires attention after stage s. There is a y E J$ such that 
y $ X1 + (CQ 1 i, j se) and such that a,, $ suppJC(y). Eventually such a y appears in 
(JL)* for t > s and so R, will be satisfied after stage t + 1, a contradiction. 
Other results and an open problem 
In [l] and [2] we explored some of the automorphism properties of L( V,>, the 
lattices of r.e. subspaces of V,. We proved that there are only countably many 
automorphisms of L( V,> and then constructed two super-maximal spaces of given 
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arbitrary degree such that no autormorphism of L(V,) mapped one to the other. 
In [l], which includes [2] as well as the results of the previous section, we went on 
to construct two super-r-maximal spaces contained in no maximal spaces, with 
given degree and the same ‘non-automorphic’ property. The construction of these 
super-r-maximals with extendible bases proved to be a straightforward mixture of 
earlier constructions. The construction of super-r-maximals without extendible 
bases proved more difficult, as some of the requirements interfered with one 
another; we were able to complete this construction using somewhat more 
complicated requirements and some extra markers. 
So far as we know there remains an annoying open problem concerning 
r-maximal spaces. It is not hard to show that a maximal subset of a recursive basis 
for V, spans a maximal subspace of V, (see [6] for R. Shore’s proof of this fact). 
For some other natural properties similar results have been shown to hold in some 
cases and fail in others. The relationship between an r-maximal subset of a 
recursive basis and the subspace which it spans remains a mystery. 
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